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ve formed. explores these alterations and will be offering an authentic look at how we can better
make use of technology and break from the negative traits we’ Deviced! While the effects differ
at each point of development, real changes to the brain, interactions, and personal lives are well
documented.With current statistics suggesting that the common American older than 14 engages
with screens upwards of 10 hours a day, the topic of our growing dependence upon technology
pertains to everybody. offers a mindful method of assessing current technology use, breaking
negative traits, setting fresh norms, and re-engaging with lifestyle with renewed richness and
consciousness. Given that the reader is normally living within a lifestyle of ever-changing and
advancing technologies, Deviced! is written in such a way that its contents can weather the
constantly changing digital landscape by concentrating on the principles of honest evaluation
and healthy boundary environment rather than on specific technologies or platforms.Deviced!
Using personal tales, cutting edge research, and anecdotes from youth, parents, and experts,
Dodgen-Magee highlights the brain changes that result from excessive technology use and offers
an approach to the digital world that enables more informed and lasting change and a
wholesome long-term perspective.
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 Do you discover yourself scrolling in bed way history when you should've been asleep? The
intersection of methodical analysis and compassionate analysis leaves the reader primed for
some intense introspection. Dodgen-Magee is normally a practicing therapist who provides been
studying the rapid change we've seen in technology. That is a invaluable compilation that clearly
has result from years of commitment to this topic.Amazing things:~ The study presented clearly
just how technology use affects our embodied selves, for better or even worse. The bare analysis
is truthfully frightening. The influence of technology on children, young people, and our culture
most importantly is massive and complex. Doreen Dodgen-Magee can weave collectively cutting
edge research on technology; However, this book is decidedly hopeful; for example, she places
frightening figures next to tangible methods to grow your brain's grey matter!~ As additional
reviewers have said, the verdict on technology, according to Dr. I for one am taking the "Humans
are Sensual Animals" Dr. I discover myself thinking often about her terms and the
encouragement this reserve provides us to begin building and experiencing fiery lives.Dodgen-
Magee presents the pros and negatives of the systems that constantly demand our attention,
giving relatable types of when it works for people so when it doesn’t.~ The "next step" language
is manageable. Generally authors that address addiction to technology give solutions that sound
equivalent to, "Simply try harder never to be addicted. Technology might help, and technology
could be problematic, and she problems us to end up being thoughtful and intentional about our
usage of it. But this reward requires what Dodgen-Magee suggests is an embodiment of one's
self and one’s "sensuality. But the suggestions for "next steps" are practical.~ It's a reserve I can't
wait to share. My partner examine it, too, and highlighted completely different pages. You can
find portions of the conversation which are relevant beyond the specifics of today's technology.
Dodgen-Magee has created a resource for many types of individuals. Dr.)~ The index is usually a
trove of amazing recommendations. I think it will be one I continue to revisit (and I'm not that
proficient at rereading books! "If you like this digital point, try out this embodied activity" type
issue. Doreen Dodgen-Magee!(Potential) Growth Areas:~This book is certainly published in 2018.
So the technology being created and found in 2019 provides new issues and benefits, not really
discussed in this publication. it's not too late to generate new healthy habits! And I believe the
portions of evaluation can be applicable to fresh developments in technology in years to come...
Our capacity to be known also to understand others.But maybe there's something to be said for
publishing a book, in fact printing it, in an age of ever changing posts and articles. Because you
can't go back and press the "edit" key on a printed reserve, it's a risk to create this reserve at all!
The risk is SO worth it (many thanks, doreen! My students ask about how to authentically
connect with others, their passions and make their way with their future.Here's a quote I cannot
stop revisiting: "When we live such as this, we take appropriate risks, seeing failure mainly
because a instructor and developing grit and resilience as we find out. Living a fiery lifestyle is far
from tame, far from secure. But it is quite, very great" (Deviced p.199). I'm so thankful to possess
read this challenging, important message! Rather than speculating whether technology is
certainly “good” or “poor,” Dodgen-Magee encourages us to take into account what's most
fundamental inside our lives. When I examine Deviced! Deviced! It’s marketed as a technology
reserve, but it is much even more about how to live in a wholesome way in our globe where
technology is just about everywhere. This nuance is important and refreshing. Acknowledging
that what may be healthy for just one person may be a poor choice for another, the writer
encourages self-consciousness and mindfulness in the quest for a healthy balance. Why I love
this reserve and the author Doreen's approach to this ever-changing realm is so refreshing and
she comes from a huge heart of compassion which has empathy enough to create non-shaming



conversations around the usage of technology.Every time I use GPS when I know (or could easily
figure out) ways to get where I’m going, I believe to myself, “This is not good for me.” Today I
understand exactly why, and also have some tools to greatly help me be more intentional in my
use of the technological resources within my fingertips all day time, every day.I would
recommend this book for anybody who would like to mindfully use all the wonderful benefits
technology while staying true their embodied selves. The activities are fun to try and the
embodied activities lists in the trunk reminded me of video games I haven't performed in ages.
Dr. Dodgen-Magee did a wonderful job of earning a case for all of us keeping an open mind as
we work through what research and knowledge are informing us about the influence of the
devices in our lives. The mix of her professional knowledge and exhaustive consumption of
analysis give us well regarded as and brilliantly described examples of that impact. That's, when I
am present face to face with other folks I put my devices away or make sure they are as minimal
as possible. From these moments will come art, poetry, music, and contemplation not to
mention hand-created notes and cards. It rounds out with a drive toward honesty with ourselves
and stability in our method of technology.Dr. Dodgen-Magee has a design that propels the
reader to defend myself against new ideas and become challenged, and she will this with a
welcoming writing design that feels like a caring invitation to think deeply. Using stories, studies,
and wisdom gleaned from her career as a medical psychologist, Doreen Dodgen-Magee provides
all of us a framework for embracing technology without dropping ourselves in it., I felt
challenged to be honest with myself and not shamed for my conclusions approximately my own
technology use, but empowered to take control of my relationship with technology. Technology
is normally fraught with beautiful positives and tangible issues. For years, she's been vacationing
as a speaker, and this book is the result of pulling that all together.). I keep getting my reading of
Dr. Dodgen-Magee's encounters challenging me: to consider the context my students are
learning and surviving in, how technology is often the "other" customer in the area, and how
many of the paths to navigate knowledge have been charted. Healthy living and relationships in
a world full of technology Deviced! I would like to usually see boredom, waiting around, and
quiet as a welcome chance rather than something to be prevented. Highly recommend this read
to fellow educators and whoever has a digitial device of mass distraction within their pocket.
Must Read for Anyone Alive and Utilizing a Phone I don't even know where to start. Go out, get
this publication. Doesn't matter where. A local bookstore, or the following and get it right now!
This book will change the way you use your phone, how you look at your children usage, and
hand you the tools to make the changes you should!One to revisit It would be easy to gush about
how exactly this book made myself feel (seen, valued, important), but a lot more than what it
designed to me individually, this book is critical for today's society. Do you discover yourself
scrolling when you awaken? Perform you scroll on the bathroom .? Are you searching at work
emails once the children at around? GET THIS BOOK. I will have a guideline in my life about
phone make use of and it's changing my relationships more than I could possess ever imagined.
“Consider Action” boxes through the entire book give practical tips the reader may use
immediately. Balance, connection and fun! Go through this book and I guarantee you will change
your way of lifestyle and reconsider the method that you and the ones you love make use of
technology. Am I using it or could it be using me? Each folks get to decide what that level and
range is for them. Individually, I've taken a people initial route. The publication is a combination
of complex ideas carefully described, and her humble anecdotes of experiences that highlight
them. is not like any book I’ve read before, and that is a very important thing. Dodgen-Magee
asks how can we purposefully navigate these encounters and allow technology to serve our



higher purpose of being. With these ideas clearly inside our minds, she moves us toward a fresh
grounded self, all the while with “Take Action” sections offering practical ideas throughout. A well-
researched and engaging book which has changed how we connect to technology as a family,
and how we discuss tech - and living life - with our daughter." As a instructor, I see the pros and
cons of technology use on students. Timely encouragement I actually felt hopeful in reading this;
The writer notes this though! After reading her publication, the predominant issue that rises to
my brain when I connect to technology becomes, "Is definitely this (text message/tab/search)
improving our lives? Doreen's issue sticks with me, "Are we contributing as very much or more
than we have been consuming? I learned so much, and realized I possibly could model a
wholesome balance as a mother or father. Perfect balance of deep concepts, rigorous research
and practical application. We've got a charades night in our future! Humans are low tech getting
living in a higher tech world. When I'm alone, Personally i think freer to use my gadgets while still
being aware of patterns. guides readers through of the consequences of immersion in
technology on all aspects of life. It could be possible for another author to provide this same
research in a doomy, depressed reserve. probing questions about how it impacts our brains, our
thinking and our romantic relationships; insightful psychological theory; and wisdom to take it all
together to greatly help us live full, embodied and “fiery” lives. Many thanks Dr. Provocative and
important read I work at a university of "technology" - therefore i am constantly dealing with
college students who are fighting focus, learning how exactly to learn, and also, discovering who
they are in context to others. She’s in a position to place study in a meaningful context, and talks
about how her analysis has changed her; she’s learned to be nuanced rather than dark and
white." Deviced, however, provides achievable goals nestled in context. Every chapter offers
practical suggestions for action. Part 1 talks about how devices are impacting us, pulling together
research and questions in ways I hadn’t regarded before. Maybe the most crucial book parents
and kids ought to read! I have never read a far more poignant and important book explaining the
dangers of technology to us and our kids! The scientific results are undeniable. It is very clear to
see from this book and the work of Dr. Magee that there needs to be a switch in the way we view
technology and how exactly we allow our most sensitive and vulnerable members of society, our
kids, make use of technology." I am reminded that "technology" means "tool". Dodgen-Magee,
isn't firmly pro nor con. Dodgen-Magee articulates with beautiful nuance, the evolving
disembodiment that appears to be closely pursuing in technology's footsteps. We say we feel
even more connected...we believe we have been more connected and yet, in my work as a
scientific social worker and interfaith minister, I hear increasingly more about the longings
individuals need to be seen, to be felt, to be deeply known. The issues she presented in the first
portion of the book can feel massive and challenging." Our sensuality referring in this case to all
or any of our senses, many of which are inhibited and displaced due to the screens between us..
"Deviced!. Many of the sources I've found on this topic provide a range of thinking that, while
helpful, leave me unsure a proven way or the other.. This book will enlighten , educate, and
surprise you with invaluable information on how the technology in your hand at this time
influences your mind, as well as offer you simple, yet powerful tools to totally engage in depends
upon around you aswell. If you prefer a totally new method of the influences of technology, you
need to have a look at this book. As a millennial, I've found myself wondering easily should be
concerned about the ways that technology is influencing my entire life.to be loved also to like
others, requires relationships that transcend technology and can be found mainly because
immutably and undeniably true. Dr. Doreen Dodgen-Magee, nevertheless, has authored what, if
you ask me, was an entirely new thought process. Through Deviced! Dodgen-Magee, almost



prophetically, suggests that we alter just how we think about the usage of technology and it’s
impact on our lives. Balance is possible! So how exactly does technology present up in our
individual connections, how are we deploying it to draw nearer to each other and deepen
romantic relationship? I’m remaining to think that if we aren’t using it for that, after that what
are we deploying it for? If you, like me, want to think about the ultimate way to interact with
technology with techniques that uplift real life through personal connections to others, after that
Deviced! is certainty an excellent place to start. A balanced, exciting life is waiting." wisely
teaches us where to find the lovely place at the intersection of sensuality and technology without
challenging that people choose one over the other.
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